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Abstract

We consider a formation control system where individual systems are controlled by a path-following design and the path variables are to be
synchronized. We first show a passivity property for the path-following system, and next, combine this with a passivity-based synchronization
algorithm developed in Arcak [2007. Passivity as a design tool for group coordination. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, in press]. The
passivity approach expands the classes of synchronization schemes available to the designer. This generality offers the possibility to optimize
controllers to, e.g., improve robustness and performance. Two designs are developed in the proposed passivity framework: the first employs
the path error information in the synchronization loop, while the second only uses synchronization errors. A sampled-data design, where the
path variables are updated in discrete-time and the path-following controllers are updated in continuous time, is also developed.
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1. Introduction

Recent advances in control techniques for vehicles and com-
munication capabilities have sparked an interest in formation
control that has resulted in a number of publications with appli-
cations ranging from autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)
to multiple satellite control (see, e.g., Encarnação & Pascoal,
2001; Kumar, Leonard, & Morse, 2005; Ren, Beard, & Atkins,
2005). Examples of marine cooperative control include auto-
nomous oceanographic sampling networks and under-way
replenishment operations between marine surface vessels.

The primary goal in path-following problems is to design
control laws that force the output of a system to follow a desired
path. The secondary goal for the system is to obey a dynamic
assignment such as time, speed or acceleration along the path
(Aguiar, Hespanha, & Kokotović, 2005; Do, Jiang, & Pan,
2002; Hauser & Hindman, 1995; Samson, 1992). In particular
the formulation in Skjetne, Fossen, and Kokotović (2004) aims
to develop control laws that force a system to follow a pre-
scribed path, parameterized by a path variable �, and that assign
a desired speed to be achieved by �̇ in the limit as t → ∞. In
the classical tracking problem the path variable � is designed
to follow a specific time function, such that the system output
tracks a time-dependent signal. In the path-following formula-
tion studied in this paper, the priority is to converge to the path
while the desired speed profile is to be achieved by �̇ in the
limit. Among other advantages, the path-following approach
offers flexibility to shape the transient behavior of �̇.

In this paper we exploit this flexibility to synchronize the
path variables for a group of path-following systems. In partic-
ular, we make use of a passivity-based framework for forma-
tion control proposed in Arcak (2007). This framework allows
us to obtain a broad class of synchronization schemes for a



general communication topology, and encompasses earlier
designs such as Ihle, Skjetne, and Fossen (2004). In this frame-
work, we represent the closed-loop system as the feedback
interconnection of a dynamic block for path variable synchro-
nization and another block that incorporates the path-following
systems. We design each block to be passive (see the definition
in (3)) and prove stability of their interconnection by using the
Passivity Theorem which states that an interconnection of two
passive blocks is passive and, thus, stable in the absence of
exogenous inputs.

A major advantage of the passivity approach is that it allows
the designer to construct filters that preserve passivity proper-
ties of the closed-loop system. This additional flexibility may
be used to improve the performance and robustness of the de-
sign. We further consider a sampled-data framework where the
synchronization scheme is implemented in discrete time while
the path-following controllers are continuous-time systems.
This formulation is meaningful because communication of
path parameters between vehicles will likely occur over a dig-
ital network which introduces delays, while the path-following
controllers are implemented locally in continuous time or with
fast sampling.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
an overview of the path-following problem. Section 3 presents
two passivation designs for synchronization and gives the main
stability results. A sampled-data scheme for synchronization
and path-following is given in Section 4. Examples of filter
design and simulations that illustrate synchronization properties
are presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.

1.1. Preliminaries

The notation in this paper is as follows. For a matrix P =
P � > 0, we let �min(P ) and �max(P ) be the minimum and
maximum eigenvalue of P, respectively. In abbreviations like
GS, GAS, UGES, etc., U stands for uniform, G for global, A
for asymptotic, E for exponential, and S for stable.

A parameterized path is a geometric curve

Yd := {y ∈ Rm : ∃� ∈ R such that y = yd(�)},
where yd is continuously parameterized by the path variable �
(Skjetne et al., 2004). We will also sometimes call yd as the
path.

A function � : R�0 → R�0 is of class K if it is continuous,
strictly increasing and satisfies �(0)= 0. A function � : R�0 ×
R�0 → R�0 is of class KL if, for each fixed s, the function
�(r, s) belongs to class K with respect to r and, for each fixed r,
the function �(r, s) is decreasing with respect to s and �(r, s) →
0 as s → ∞.

The system ẋ = f (x, u) is said to be input-to-state stable
(ISS) if there exist functions � ∈ KL, � ∈ K such that for
any initial state x(t0) and any bounded input u(t), the solution
x(t) exists for all t �0 and satisfies

|x(t)|��(|x(t0)|, t − t0) + �

(
sup

t0 ��� t

|u(�)|
)

. (1)

The dynamic system

ẋ = f (x, u),

y = h(x, u), x ∈ Rn, u, y ∈ Rp (2)

is said to be passive if there exists a continuously differentiable
storage function V (x)�0 such that

V̇ � − W(x) + u�y (3)

for some positive semi-definite function W(x). We say that (2)
is strictly passive if W(x) is positive definite. A static nonlin-
earity y = h(u) is passive if, for all u ∈ Rm,

u�y = u�h(u)�0; (4)

and strictly passive if (4) holds with strict inequality ∀u 	= 0.

2. Problem formulation

Consider a system

ẋ = f (x, u),

y = h(x), (5)

where x ∈ Rn denotes the state vector, y ∈ Rm is the system
output, and u ∈ Rn is the control. To force y to a prescribed fea-
sible path yd(�), and to assign a feasible speed �(t) to �̇ on this
path, Skjetne et al. (2004) studies subclasses of (5) and develops
maneuvering design procedures based on feedback linearization
and backstepping techniques. Other techniques for path follow-
ing are considered in, e.g., Aguiar et al. (2005), Al-Hiddabi and
McClamroch (2002), Do et al. (2002), Encarnação and Pascoal
(2001), and Hauser and Hindman (1995). The designs in
Skjetne et al. (2004) lead to a closed-loop system of the form

ż = F(x)z − g(t, x, �)	,

�̇ = �(t) − 	, (6)

where z is a set of new variables that include the path-following
error y − yd(�) and its derivatives, and 	 is a feedback term
to be designed such that the desired speed �(t) is recovered
asymptotically; that is

	 → 0 as t → ∞. (7)

F(x) ∈ Rn×n and g(t, x, �) ∈ Rn depend on the control design
and, in particular, F(x) satisfies

PF(x) + F(x)�P � − I (8)

for some matrix P = P � > 0. A path-following design for ma-
rine vehicles is presented in Section 5.

Assumption 1. We assume that the function g(t, x, �) is uni-
formly bounded in its arguments—see Skjetne et al. (2004,
Assumption 2.1)

In this paper, we consider a group of vehicles i = 1, . . . , r ,
each controlled by an individual path-following design with a



prescribed velocity �(t) assigned to the group, resulting in the
closed-loop system

żi = Fi(xi)zi − gi(t, xi, �i )	i ,

�̇i = �(t) − 	i . (9)

In this paper we assume that the speed assignment �(t) is iden-
tical for all vehicles, and is independent of the path variable
�i . This assumption does not pose a severe restriction on the
choice of paths as our example in Section 5 illustrate. However,
a �i-dependent speed assignment may be desirable for more
complicated paths, and will be investigated in future work.

Our goal is to design 	i to synchronize the path variables
�i , i = 1, . . . , r , while achieving (7). All path parameters are
collected in the vector � = [�1, . . . , �r ]�. The design of 	i de-
pends on variables of the ith system and on the path parameters
for the neighboring vehicles, so only one scalar variable needs
to be transmitted from each vehicle. The communication topol-
ogy between the members of the formation is described by a
graph G. Two members, i and j, are neighbors if they can access
the synchronization error �i − �j . In this case, we let the ith
and jth vertices of G be connected by an edge. The information
flow is bidirectional, but to simplify the derivation we assign
an orientation to the graph by considering one of the vertices
to be the positive end of the edge. For a group of r members
with p edges, the r × p incidence matrix D(G) is defined, for
the edge k (Godsil & Royle, 2001):

dik =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

+1 if ith vertex is the positive end of k,

−1 if ith vertex is the negative end of k,

0 otherwise.

(10)

Assumption 2. We assume that G is a connected graph, i.e. a
path exists between every two distinct vertices of G.

3. Passivation designs for synchronization

3.1. Design 1: with path error feedback

When the path error is available for feedback we design
	 = [	1, . . . , 	r ]� as

	i = Fi{2z�
i Pigi + 
i (�)}, (11)

where Fi{·} denotes the output of a static or dynamic block,
which will be specified. This Fi can be a filter added to en-
hance performance and robustness properties, as illustrated with
examples in Section 5. The input to this filter is

ui := 2z�
i Pigi + 
i (�), (12)

where the first component is the path error feedback 2z�
i Pigi ,

which serves to improve convergence properties to the desired
path (Skjetne, Teel, & Kokotović, 2002). The second compo-
nent 
i is for the synchronization of the path parameters, and
is designed as


i (�) =
p∑

k=1

dik�k(�i − �k), (13)

Fig. 1. Block diagram for the synchronized path-following control system.
Υ is an r × 1 vector with each entry equal to �(t).

where �k is a sector nonlinearity, that is

x�k(x) > 0 ∀x 	= 0 and lim|x|→∞

∫ x

0
�k(�) d� = +∞.

(14)

The feedback law (11) is implementable with local informa-
tion because it depends only on the neighbors of the ith mem-
ber (dik 	= 0). With 	 as in (11), the total closed-loop system
can be represented as in Fig. 1, where i is the zi-subsystem
as in (9),

�̃ := D��, F := diag(F1, . . . ,Fr ),

�(·) = [�1(·), . . . , �p(·)]�, �(�) = [
1, . . . , 
r ]� (15)

and

Y := 2z�PG, u = Y + �, (16)

where z := [z�
1 , . . . , z�

r ]�, P := diag(P1, . . . , Pr), for Pi =
P �

i > 0, and G := diag(g1, . . . , gr ). In particular, note from

(10) that �̃ in (15) is a vector that consists of the differences
between the path parameters of neighboring vehicles. Because
the graph G is connected, �̃ = 0 is achieved if and only if all
path parameters are synchronized.

We investigate stability properties of the closed loop by sep-
arating it into two blocks, H1 and H2, as in Fig. 1, and ana-
lyze passivity properties of each block. The Passivity Theorem
guarantees that the negative feedback interconnection of two
passive systems is passive and, thus, stable in the absence of
exogenous inputs (Khalil, 2002). Although Υ , which is an r×1
vector with each entry equal to �(t), appears as an exogenous
input in Fig. 1, it lies in the null space of the proceeding block
DT because its entries are identical. Following Arcak (2007)
we now characterize the properties that Fi’s must possess to
ensure passivity of H2 and appropriate detectability conditions
that are used to guarantee asymptotic convergence. If Fi is a



static block we restrict it to be of the form

	i = hi(ui), (17)

where hi : R → R is a locally Lipschitz function satisfying the
sector property

uihi(ui) > 0 ∀ui 	= 0. (18)

If Fi is a dynamic block of the form

�̇i = fi(�i ) + gi(�i )ui, �i ∈ Rni ,

	i = hi(�i ) + ji(�i )ui (19)

we assume fi(·), gi(·), hi(·) and ji(·) are locally Lipschitz func-
tions such that fi(0) = 0 and hi(0) = 0. Our main restriction
on (19) is that it be passive with a twice continuously differ-
entiable, positive definite, radially unbounded storage function
Si(�i ) satisfying

Ṡi � − Wi(�i ) + ui	i − �iu
2
i , �i �0 (20)

for some positive definite function Wi(�i ). Inequality (20) with
�i > 0 is an input-strict passivity property which is possible
only when the relative degree of (19) is zero. Our asymptotic
stability proof below allows �i=0 provided that (19) have a well
defined relative-degree-one at �i = 0. According to Sepulchre,
Janković, and Kokotović (1997, Proposition 2.44), this is indeed
the case if

ji(�i ) ≡ 0, gi(0) 	= 0,
�hi(�i )

��i

∣∣∣∣
�i=0

	= 0. (21)

We thus make the following assumption:

Assumption 3. If �i = 0 in (20) then (21) holds.

With H1 and H2 designed as above, we prove UGAS for
(�̃, z, �) = 0 in Theorem 1. This UGAS property implies that
in the limit as t → ∞ the path parameters � are synchronized
(�̃ → 0) and that each system i follows its desired path (zi →
0). Furthermore 	 → 0 which means that �̇ in (6) recovers the
speed assignment �(t).

Theorem 1. Consider the feedback interconnection shown in
Fig. 1 where members i = 1, . . . , r are interconnected in a for-
mation as described by (10), �k, k=1, . . . , p is as in (14), and
Fi , i = 1, . . . , r are designed as in (17)–(20). Under Assump-

tions 1–3 the feedforward path H1 is passive from ˙̃� to �, and
the feedback path H2 is strictly passive from � to 	. Further-
more the origin of the feedback interconnection (�̃, z, �) = 0 is
UGAS.

Proof. We combine ideas from Ihle et al. (2004), Arcak
(2007), and specific results for path following from Skjetne

et al. (2004). To prove passivity from ˙̃� to �, let

V
 :=
p∑

k=1

∫ �̃k

0
�k(�) d�. (22)

Since �k is as in (14), V
 is a positive definite, radially un-
bounded storage function for H1. Differentiating (22) with
respect to time yields

V̇
 =
p∑

i=1

�i (�i − �i+1) · (�̇i − �̇i+1) = �� · ˙̃�, (23)

which proves that the mapping from ˙̃� to � is indeed passive. It
follows that the path from −	 to � is also passive. To see this

substitute ˙̃� = D (Υ − 	) in (23) and note that the sum of the
rows of D being zero and the entries of Υ being equal imply
DΥ = 0. Thus,

V̇
 = −��D�	 = −��	. (24)

To prove passivity of the feedback path, we first consider the
i-blocks. The storage function

Vz =
r∑

i=1

z�
i Pizi , (25)

where Pi is as in (8) yields the following time-derivative along
the trajectories of z

V̇z � −
r∑

i=1

z�
i zi − Y�	 (26)

which proves that the -block is strictly passive from −	 to
Y. To establish passivity of F, we let I denote the subset of
indices i=1, . . . , r for which Fi is a dynamic block as in (19),
and employ the storage function

Vf :=
∑
i∈I

Si(�i ) (27)

which yields

V̇f =
∑
i∈I

Ṡi �
∑
i∈I

(−Wi(�i ) + ui	i − �iu
2
i ) (28)

�
∑
i∈I

(−Wi(�i ) − �iu
2
i ) + u�	 −

∑
i /∈I

ui	i . (29)

Substitution of u = Y + � then yields

V̇f �
∑
i∈I

(−Wi(�i ) − �iu
2
i ) + Y�	 + ��	 −

∑
i /∈I

ui	i . (30)

To conclude passivity of the feedback path we use the storage
function

Vf b(z, �) := Vz(z) + Vf (�) (31)

and, obtain by adding (26) and (30),

V̇f b �
∑
i∈I

(−Wi(�i ) − �iu
2
i ) −

r∑
i=1

z�
i zi + ��	 −

∑
i /∈I

ui	i .

(32)



Finally, since the static blocks satisfy (18),∑
i /∈I

ui	i =
∑
i /∈I

uihi(ui)�0. (33)

We thus obtain

V̇f b � −
∑
i∈I

Wi(�i ) −
r∑

i=1

z�
i zi + ��	 (34)

and conclude that the feedback path is strictly passive from �
to 	.

To prove stability of (�̃, z, �) = 0 we use the Lyapunov
function

V (�̃, z, �) = V
(�̃) + Vf b(z, �) (35)

which from (24) and (32), gives the time-derivative:

V̇ � −
∑
i∈I

Wi(�i ) −
r∑

i=1

z�
i zi −

∑
i /∈I

uihi(ui) −
∑
i∈I

�iu
2
i .

(36)

Since the right-hand side is negative semi-definite we conclude
that the trajectories (z(t), �(t), �̃(t)) are uniformly bounded on
the interval t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ], for any T within the maximal
interval of existence. Due to the boundedness of the speed
assignment �(t), it follows that (�(t), x(t)) is bounded by a
continuous function of T and, thus, there are no finite escape
times. This implies that �̃(t) and z(t) are well defined for all
t � t0 and, from (36), the equilibrium (z, �, �̃) = 0 is uniformly
stable.

To prove uniform asymptotic stability we use the Nested
Matrosov Theorem (Loría, Panteley, Popović, & Teel, 2005).
To this end we define the auxiliary function

V2 = −�̃�D+�	, (37)

where D+ denotes the pseudo-inverse of the incidence matrix
D, and � is a diagonal matrix with entries

�ii =
{

(Lgi
hi(0))−1 if i ∈ I and �i = 0,

0 if i /∈I or �i > 0.
(38)

In particular Lgi
hi(0) := �hi(�i )/��i |�i=0gi(0) is nonsin-

gular and, thus, invertible because of the passivity of the
�i-subsystems and because of assumption (21) (Sepulchre et al.,
1997, Proposition 2.44). To apply Matrosov’s Theorem we
denote by Y1 the right-hand side of (36) and claim that

Y1 = 0 ⇒ V̇2 =: Y2 �0. (39)

To see this note that Y1 = 0 implies � = 0 and 	 = 0, which
mean that all terms in V̇2 vanish except

−�̃�D+�	̇|Y1=0. (40)

Because 	̇i |�=0 = Lgi
hi(0)ui when i ∈ I and �i = 0, and

because Y1=0 implies ui =0 when i /∈I or �i > 0, we conclude
from (38) that �	̇|Y1=0 = u and rewrite (40) as

−�̃�D+u. (41)

Fig. 2. Cascade interconnection for Design 2.

We then substitute �̃ = D�� in (41), and using the property
DD+D=D of the pseudo-inverse, and noting that Y1=0 means
z = 0 which in turn implies u = � = D�(�̃), we conclude

Y1 = 0

⇒ Y2 = −�TDD+D�(�̃) = −�TD�(�̃) = −�̃T�(�̃). (42)

Because �̃��(�̃) is positive definite in �̃ from (14), Eq. (42)
proves the claim (39). It further follows from (36) and (42) that
Y1 = 0 and Y2 = 0 together imply (z, �, �̃)= 0. All assumptions
of Loría et al. (2005, Theorem 1) being satisfied we conclude
UGAS of (z, �, �̃) = 0. �

Remark 2. A special case of (11), studied in Ihle et al. (2004),
is when the neighbors for system i are system i −1 and system
i +1, i.e., the synchronization error is �̃=[�1 −�2, . . . , �r−1 −
�r ]�. Ihle et al. (2004) further assumes that F is a constant gain
matrix and �i (r) = r2p−1, for p = 1, 2, 3, . . . . In contrast, in
this paper we have considered a general communication topol-
ogy, and derived relaxed conditions on the feedback block and
synchronization function. In particular, Fi’s are not necessar-
ily constant gains and �i’s are not necessarily polynomials.

3.2. Design 2: without path error feedback

We next consider a design where 	i only depends on the
synchronization terms, and not on the path error. The update
law for 	i is now

	i = Fi{
i (�)}, (43)

where Fi and 
i are as in Section 3.1. Without the path error
feedback, the closed-loop system becomes a cascade of Hsync

and  as in Fig. 2. The origin of Hsync, (�̃, �) = 0, is proved
to be GAS in Arcak (2007) which means that 	 → 0. In
Theorem 3 we prove that the -block is ISS (Sontag, 1989) w.r.t.
	. Stability of the closed-loop system then follows because a
cascade of an ISS and a UGAS system is UGAS (Sontag, 1989;
Sontag & Teel, 1995).

Theorem 3. Consider the cascaded system in Fig. 2, where
members i = 1, . . . , r are interconnected in a formation
as described by (10), �k, k = 1, . . . , p are as in (14), and
Fi , i = 1, . . . , r are designed as in (17)–(20). Then, the origin
of Hsync-block is GAS, the  block is ISS with respect to 	,
and the origin (�̃, �, z) = 0 is UGAS.

Proof. For completeness, the stability proof for Hsync is given
here: the feedforward path of the Hsync-block is an inter-
connection of a passive and a strictly passive block. Since



pre- and post-multiplication of a matrix and its transpose does
not change passivity properties the forward path is passive and
with negative feedback the block is output strictly passive from
� to 	. Moreover, when Υ = 0, due to (21):

	 ≡ 0 ⇒ F{D�(�̃)} ≡ 0 ⇒ D�(�̃) ≡ 0 (44)

which implies that �(�̃) lies in the nullspace N(D). When D
has linearly independent columns N(D)=0 and hence �(�̃) ≡
0 ⇒ �̃ ≡ 0 due to (14). When D has linearly dependent
columns, the null space of D is nontrivial. However, a simul-
taneous solution to �(�̃) ∈ N(D) and �̃ ∈ R(D�) is possible
only when �̃ = 0. This is because R(D�) and N(D) are or-
thogonal to each other, which means �̃��(�̃) = 0, and we con-
clude from (14) that �̃=0. Hence, the Hsync-block is zero-state
observable (Khalil, 2002). From Khalil (2002, Lemma 6.7) we
obtain GAS of the origin �̃ = 0.

To prove the ISS-property we rewrite the time-derivative
(26) as

V̇z �
r∑

i=1

(−z�
i zi − 2z�

i Pigi	i )

�
r∑

i=1

(−|zi |2 + 2piM�gi |zi ||	i |),

where �gi is an upper bound on gi due to Assumption 1.
Furthermore, we get

|zi |� 2piM�gi |	i |
�

⇒ V̇z �
r∑

i=1

(−(1 − �)|zi |2), (45)

where 0 < � < 1. Thus, the system is ISS (Khalil, 2002) from
	i to zi with �(r) = (2piM�gi/�)r . Since the origin of Hsync
is GAS and  is ISS with respect to 	, it follows from Sontag
and Teel (1995) that the origin (�̃, �, z) = 0 is UGAS. �

Remark 4. Using the results on agreement protocols in Arcak
(2007), the results can be extended to a time-varying commu-
nication topology given by the incidence matrix D(t) as long
as G remains connected for all t > 0. A further result in Arcak
(2007) allows the graph to lose connectivity pointwise in time
as long as it is established in an integral sense. This means that
signal dropouts in the communication links can be tolerated if
connectivity is eventually re-established.

4. Sampled-data design with discrete-time update for �

We now study the situation where the path parameters �i

are updated in discrete time. Such an implementation is prac-
tically relevant, because path parameters are to be exchanged
over a communication network where the transmission oc-
curs at discrete-time intervals. Since the path-following con-
trollers can be implemented locally by each vehicle with fast
sampling, we consider the -blocks in Fig. 1 to be continu-
ous time. This implementation thus results in the sampled-data

closed-loop system:

żi = Fi(xi)zi − gi(t, xi, �
zoh)	zoh

i ,

�i ((n + 1)T ) = �i (nT ) + �(nT ) − 	i (nT ), (46)

where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is the time index, and 	zoh
i and �zoh

denote the zero-order-hold equivalent continuous-time signals
generated from the discrete-time signals �i and 	i . Because
� is now updated in discrete time the integral block in the
feedforward path of Fig. 1 is replaced by a summation block,

and ˙̃� is replaced by

��̃ := �̃((n + 1)T ) − �̃(nT ). (47)

As discussed in Arcak (2007), passivity of the feedforward path
H1 cannot be achieved in discrete time because the phase lag
of a summation block exceeds 90◦. In the feedforward system
we restrict the slope of the nonlinearity �k(�̃k) by

�′
k(�̃k)�� (48)

for some constant � > 0. With this assumption it is shown in
Arcak (2007) that the storage function V
(�) in (22) satisfies

V
(�̃((n + 1)T )) − V
(�̃(nT ))� − ��	 + ��N

2
	�	, (49)

where �N denotes the largest eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian
matrix DD� and the second term on the right-hand side of (49)
quantifies the shortage of passivity. Then, the H2-block must
achieve an excess of passivity in the feedback path to guarantee
stability for the interconnected system.

4.1. Design 1: with path error feedback

When z(t) is available for feedback we design 	i in (46) as

	i (nT ) = �i (2zi(nT )�Pigi(nT , xi(nT ), �(nT ))

+ 
i (�(nT ))), (50)

where �i > 0 is an adaptation gain to be specified and 
i (·)
is as in (13). With this design the H2 block is as in Fig. 3
and, as we shall see, its excess of passivity compensates for
the shortage in (49) when �i and T are sufficiently small. To
make this claim precise we need the following lemma, proven
in Biyik and Arcak (2006, Chapter 2) using the techniques of
Laila, Nešić, and Teel (2002):

Lemma 5 (Biyik & Arcak, 2006, Chapter 2). Consider
members i =1, . . . , r interconnected as described by the graph
representation (10), and let �̃k , k = 1, 2, . . . , p denote the
differences between the variables �i of neighboring members.
Let �k(�̃k)’s be designed as a first-third quadrant nonlinearity
satisfying (48) for some constant � > 0. Suppose that Hi’s
are sampled-data dynamic blocks as in Fig. 3, and satisfy the
following two assumptions:

L1. For 	i = 0, the time-derivative of Vzi for i is upper
bounded by V̇zi(zi)� − C|zi |2 for some C > 0,



Fig. 3. A block diagram representation of the sampled-data dynamical block
H2i where ZOH stands for the “zero-order-hold” function and T is the
sampling period.

L2. i-subsystems, i = 1, . . . , r are ISS from 	i to yi , i.e.,
there exist class-KL and class-K functions �(·, ·) and
�(·), respectively, such that

|zi(t)|��(|zi(t0)|, t − t0) + �

(
sup

t0 ��� t

|	i (�)|
)

.

Then given compact sets D�̃ and Dz there exist positive

constants T̄ and �̄ such that for all sampling periods T < T̄

and �i � �̄, the feedback law (50) achieves asymptotic sta-
bility of the origin (�̃, z) = 0 with a region of attraction
that includes D�̃ × Dz.

Lemma 5 proves a semi-global asymptotic stability property
in T and �i for the equilibrium (�̃, z)=0, which means that any
prescribed region of attraction can be achieved by sufficiently
reducing the sampling period T and the adaptation gain �i .
In particular, increasing the size of the prescribed region of
attraction or increasing the parameters � and �N in (49) dictate
smaller values for T̄ and �̄ (see Biyik & Arcak, 2006, Chapter
2 for formulas that estimate T̄ and �̄). The proof in Biyik and
Arcak (2006, Chapter 2) (see also Laila et al., 2002) is also
applicable to time-varying sampling periods that are upper-
bounded by T̄ . We now apply Lemma 5 to our system and state
the main result of this section:

Theorem 6. Consider members i = 1, . . . , r interconnected in
a formation as described by (10). Let �k’s be as in (14) and
(48), and suppose that H2 consists of sampled-data dynamic
blocks as in Fig. 3 where the continuous-time i-block and
the discrete-time updates for �i are as given in (46). Then,
given compact sets Dz and D� there exist positive constants T̄

and �̄ such that for all sampling periods T < T̄ and �i � �̄, the
feedback law (50) achieves asymptotic stability of the origin
(z, �̃) = 0 with a region of attraction that includes Dz × D�̃.

Proof. First, we know from the proof of Theorem 1 that each
i-block is strictly passive with a positive definite storage func-
tion Vzi

(zi) such that V̇zi
� − W(zi) − yi	i where W(zi) =

z�
i zi . Hence, we find a lower bound on W(zi)�C|zi |2 where

C = 1 > 0 so L1 of Lemma 5 holds. Second, L2 holds since
Input-to-State Stability from 	i to zi is proved in Theorem
3 using the same storage function. We thus conclude that the

origin (z, �̃) = 0 is asymptotically stable with a region of at-
traction that includes the prescribed set Dz × D�̃. �

4.2. Design 2: without path error feedback

We next consider the case where zi(t) is not employed in
discrete-time �i updates. In this case we have

	i (nT ) = Fi{
i (�(nT ))}, (51)

where Fi is a discrete-time dynamic or static block. In order to
guarantee excess of passivity in the feedback path, we restrict
static Fi blocks yi = hi(t, ui) by

uiyi − �iy
2
i ��i (ui), (52)

where �i (ui) is a positive definite function and �i > 0 quantifies
the excess of passivity. When Fi is a dynamic block of the
form

�i ((n + 1)T ) = fi(�i (nT ), ui(nT )), �i ∈ Rni ,

yi = hi(�i , ui) (53)

we assume that (21) holds and that there exists a positive defi-
nite and radially unbounded storage function Si(�i ) satisfying

Si(�((n + 1)T )) − Si(�i (nT ))� − Wi(�i ) + uiyi − �iy
2
i

(54)

for some positive definite function Wi(·). We then guarantee
stability of the feedback system by choosing

�i �
��N

2
, i = 1, . . . , r . (55)

As before, GAS of �̃=0 implies 	 → 0 and stability of the path
errors follows from the cascade structure and the ISS-property
of the i-subsystems driven by 	:

Theorem 7. Consider members i = 1, . . . , r interconnected in
a formation as described by (10). Let �k, k = 1, . . . , p be as
in (14) and (48), and suppose that H2 consists of sampled-
data dynamic blocks where the continuous-time i-blocks are
as given in (9) and Fi’s are as in (52)–(54). Under these
conditions if (55) holds then the update law (51) renders the
origin (�̃, �, z) = 0 GAS.

Proof. When (55) holds asymptotic stability of (�̃, �) = 0 fol-
lows from Arcak (2007). Furthermore, from Theorem 3 we
know that each zi is ISS with respect to 	i so z(t) is bounded
within each sampling period and constant between the sam-
pling points. It then follows from arguments similar to those in
Theorem 3 that the origin (�̃, �, z) = 0 is GAS. �

5. Examples

We now study a formation maneuvering operation between
marine surface vessels to illustrate the proposed framework.
The passivity framework is applied to obtain an extended class



of feedback functions Fi that can address performance prop-
erties, increase robustness to thruster saturation, and commu-
nication delays for a group of vessels.

We consider a model of a fully actuated tugboat in three
degrees of freedom where the surge mode is decoupled from
the sway and yaw mode due to port/starboard symmetry. The
body-fixed equations of motion for vessel i=1, . . . , r are given
as (see Fossen, 2002 for details)

�̇i = R(
i )�i , (56a)

Mi �̇i + Ci(�i )�i + Di(�i )�i = �i , (56b)

where �i = [xi, yi, 
i]� is the earth-fixed position vector,
(xi, yi) is the position on the ocean surface and 
i is the head-
ing angle (yaw), and �i =[ui, vi, ri]� is the body-fixed velocity
vector. The model matrices Mi , Ci , and Di denote inertia, Cori-
olis plus centrifugal, and damping, respectively. The numerical
values are taken from Ihle, Jouffroy, and Fossen (2005). The
vector �i consists of generalized control forces and moments,
and R

(

i

)
is the rotation matrix between the body and Earth

coordinate frame. It has the properties that R(
i )
�R(
i ) = I ,

‖R(
i )‖ = 1 for all 
i , and (d/dt)R(
i ) = R(
i )S
̇i where
S = −S� is skew-symmetric.

A group of r vessels will have r individual paths where the
desired path for vessel i is given by �di(�i )=[xdi(�i ), ydi(�i ),


di(�i )]�. By careful construction, the paths are scaled ap-
propriately such that when the vessels are in the desired for-
mation configuration the path variables are synchronized—see
Skjetne, Ihle, and Fossen (2003). The tangent vector along
the path is chosen as the x-axis of the moving frame that is
T (�i ) = [x�i

di (�i ), y
�i

di (�i )]� where x�i := �x/��i . The desired
heading can then be computed as the angle of the tangent vec-
tor in the Earth frame


d(�i ) = arctan

(
Ty(�i )

Tx(�i )

)
= arctan

(
y

�i

di (�i )

x
�i

di (�i )

)
, (57)

where xd(�i ) and yd(�i ) are three times differentiable with
respect to �i . Then, given a path �di(�i ) and a speed assignment
�(t) as in Assumption 1 the design in Section 2 gives a path-
following control law for (56)—see Ihle et al. (2004) for details.

The backstepping design for each ship model gives the static
part of the control signal

�i = −z1i − Kdiz2i + D(�i )�i + Ci(�i )\�i + Mi(�1i + ��i

1i�),

where Kdi =K�
di > 0, �1i is a virtual control determined by the

backstepping procedure, and �̇1i =: �1i + ��i

1i �̇—see Skjetne
et al. (2004) for details. The resulting closed-loop system is
given by (9) where, for Kpi = K�

pi > 0,

Fi(�i ) :=
[−Kpi − riS I

−M−1
i −M−1

i (Kdi + Di(�i ) + Ci(�i ))

]
,

g(�i , �i , t) :=
[

R(
i )�
�i

di (�i )

��i

1i (�i , �i , t)

]
.

5.1. Feedback function design

The class of strictly positive real (SPR) systems includes
the filtered gradient update law considered in Skjetne et al.
(2004): we design the dynamic block Fi with output 	i and
dynamics

	̇i = −�i	i + �iui, �i , �i > 0. (58)

With the storage function V	i
= 1

2 	2
i we obtain V̇	i

=−�i	2
i +

�i	iui and since (19)–(20) are fulfilled we invoke Theorem
1 to conclude UGAS of (�̃, 	, z) = 0. Eq. (58) is a low-pass
filter where the cut-off frequency can be designed in a trade-off
fashion of measurement noise attenuation versus bandwidth, as
determined by the choice of �i and �i .

The authors of Skjetne et al. (2003) discuss how thruster
saturation constraints in a single vessel cause steady-state errors
in the path variables synchronization. This error is eliminated
by employing integral feedback from the synchronization error.
In the proposed framework of Section 3 the thruster saturation
can be handled with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
control structure with limited integral and derivative effect, also
known as a lead-lag controller, 	i (s)=Hpid,i(s)ui(s) given by

Hpid,i(s) = �i�i

1 + �i s

1 + �i�i s

1 + Td,is

1 + �iTd,is
, (59)

where �i > 0, 0�Td,i ��i , 1��i < ∞ and 0 < �i �1. Then,
(59) is Hurwitz and satisfies Re[Hpid,i(j	)]��i > 0 for all s =
j	 and it follows that the PID controller structure falls into
the class of input strictly passive systems and stability of the
interconnection follows from Theorem 1.

5.2. Simulation: saturation in thrust

We consider a simulation where one vessel’s propellers sat-
urate and is only able to produce a surge speed less than the
speed assignment. We use Design 1 in Section 3.1 and com-
pare the synchronization error for the original control scheme
in Ihle et al. (2004), i.e. Td,i = 0 = �i in (59) while �i =
10, with the PID structure with Td,i = 10, �i = 1, �i = 10,
�i = 0.1, and �i = 10. The other control parameters are set as
Pi = diag(0.2, 0.2, 1, 10, 10, 40) and �i (x) = x3. The desired
speed is � = 4, and the desired path for Vessel 2 is given by
xd(�2)=�2, yd(�2)=1200 sin(2�/4000)�2, and (57). The other
paths are constructed such that the vessels will move parallel
when �̃=0. The initial conditions are �1(0)=[573, 222.5, 0]�,
�2(0)=[0, 0, 0]�, �3(0)=[320, 420, 0]�, and zero initial speed.
The communication topology is given by the incidence matrix

D(G) =
⎡
⎢⎣

1 0

−1 1

0 −1

⎤
⎥⎦ , (60)

that is, only vehicles 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 are exchanging
their path parameters. The initial synchronization errors are
�̃1(0) = 500 and �̃2(0) = −400.

Fig. 4 shows that the formation follows the path as desired.
The synchronization of �̃1 for the two Fi-structures are shown
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Fig. 4. Position snapshots of three tugboats where one vessel saturates. The
feedback function Fi is as in (59).
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Fig. 5. Synchronization of �̃1 when one vessel saturates. The result when Fi

is a gain is shown in red (dashed-dot) and a PID structure for Fi results in
the blue (dashed) plot.

in Fig. 5 and shows that the PID-structure yields a smaller error
when one vessel saturates.

5.3. Simulation: time-varying communication topology

This section will study a formation with changing commu-
nication topology. Link failures and/or vessels entering and
leaving the formation change the incidence matrix D and the
connectivity of the formation. This section is based on results
from Arcak (2007) where convergence properties for time-
varying communication topology are studied for a class of
agreement protocols.

The time-varying incidence matrix D(t) is piecewise con-
tinuous because step changes occur when the communication
topology changes. Consider the Design 2 synchronization
scheme without path error feedback in Section 3.2: when the
class of feedback functions Fi is restricted to be of the form

	i = �i
i (�), (61)

where �i is a positive scalar, it is shown in Arcak (2007) that, if
the second smallest eigenvalue for the graph Laplacian matrix
D(t)D(t)� satisfies

�2{D(t)D(t)�}�� > 0 ∀t �0 (62)
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Fig. 6. Eight position snapshots of formation. The vessels are in the beginning
synchronized into two groups (second snapshot). After tchange all vessels are
synchronized and move in parallel. Vessel 2 is shown in black.

for some constant time-independent � > 0, the path parameters
�̃i reach an agreement. It is a standard result in algebraic graph
theory that the graph is connected if and only if the Laplacian’s
second smallest eigenvalue is strictly positive. Thus, for the
design considered in Section 3.2 with feedback functions as in
(61), the vessels synchronize if the graph remains connected
for all t �0.

Arcak (2007) relaxes this connectivity assumption with a
persistency of excitation property. The graph can then loose
connectivity pointwise in time as long as it is established in
an integral sense. To illustrate stability properties we consider
a formation of six vessels that are initially grouped as two
formations. After some time the two groups merge into one,
and at the same time one vessel experience communication
problems and is only able to communicate 10% of the time.

Vessel 2 (shown in black in Fig. 6) shall follow a circle-
shaped path given by

�d2(�2) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

xd(�2)

yd(�2)


d(�2)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r cos

(
�2

r

)

r sin

(
�2

r

)

arctan

(
x

�2
d (�2)

y
�2
d (�2)

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

where r =1200 m is the radius. The other paths are scaled such
that equal speed assignments imply that, after synchronization
of all path parameters has occurred, the vessels will move along
their respective paths parallel to each other. The initial values for
the vessels are �1 =[1350, 0, �/2]�, �2 =[1109, −459, �/2]�,
�3 = [742, −742, �/4]�, �4 = [636, −363, �/4]�, �5 =
[530, −530, �/4]�, and �6 = [0, −600, 0]� with zero initial
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Fig. 7. Synchronization of path parameters with time-varying communication
topology using Design 2.

speeds. The initial synchronization errors, given by �̃ = D��,
are �̃=[471, 471, 471, 0, 942]�. The synchronization function
is 
(x) = 0.1x and �i = 5.

For t < tchange = 250 s vessels 1, 3 and 4 communicate with
vessel 2 while vessel 4 communicates with vessel 5. Thus, there
are initially two decoupled formations as seen in Fig. 6 where
the two innermost vessels, that is vessels 5 and 6, and the other
group synchronize separately. This is also seen in Fig. 7 which
shows the time-response of �̃1, �̃2, �̃4. Before tchange we see
that e.g. �̃1 tend to zero while �̃4 = �4 − �5 reaches a nonzero
value even though the initial condition is zero. When t = tchange
the entire formation is connected, but vessel 2 is now only able
to send and receive the path parameters 10% of the time. The
time-response of the path parameters in Fig. 7 shows that the
vessel synchronize and stay that way throughout the simulation.

To compare performance the same scenario has been sim-
ulated in the framework of Design 1 where path error infor-
mation is used in the synchronization (11). Fig. 8 shows that
all �̃i tend to zero in the presence of link failures which cause
some oscillations in the path parameters as the vessels synchro-
nize. Both designs synchronize the vessels in the formation, but
the plots in Figs. 7 and 8 show that Design 2 is less sensitive
to communication constraints as the vessels synchronize faster
and with less oscillations than with Design 1.

Simulations with the sampled-data design, which are omit-
ted due to space limitations, yield similar trajectories to
the continuous-time designs for sufficiently small sampling
periods.

6. Discussion and conclusions

This paper has used passivity properties to design a for-
mation control scheme where path-following systems are syn-
chronized using a bidirectional communication structure. The
first design used feedback from both the path error and the
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j
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Fig. 8. Synchronization of path parameters with time-varying communication
topology using Design 1.

synchronization error in the update law for the path parameter,
while the second only employed information about the synchro-
nization error. The path error feedback in Design 1 emphasizes
convergence to the path while the synchronization error feed-
back achieves the desired formation. This scheme thus enables
the designer to prioritize path convergence or synchronization
by choosing the relative gains of the two feedback terms. Fur-
thermore, the system can employ its own path error informa-
tion to handle situations where a trajectory tracking scheme has
limitations (Aguiar et al., 2005)—one example is control satu-
ration where an infeasible speed assignment cause instabilities
(Fossen, 2002, Chapter 10). However, our analysis for Design
1 is only valid for time-invariant graph structures.

Design 2 inherits the properties of the coordination scheme
in Arcak (2007) where a time-varying formation configuration
is tolerated. In addition, since the incidence matrix D does not
have to be pointwise connected for all times, communication
dropouts are allowed, and similarly, vehicles can enter or leave
the formation. Simulations show that synchronization occurs
faster with Design 2 and is less sensitive to communication
constraints since synchronization occurs faster when only path
parameters are employed in the design. However, by disregard-
ing the path error information the designer has less control on
the convergence to the path.

A sampled-data approach to synchronization, where the syn-
chronization scheme is updated in discrete-time and the path-
following systems in continuous time, is considered. The main
motivation is that communication of path variables will likely
occur over a digital network and a discrete-time system is more
natural to model communication of path parameters.
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